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Conclusions & Discussions

• A Phase 2b trial of CBP-201 (WW001) met its primary endpoint and key    
 secondary endpoints in the treatment of moderate-to-severe AD (see Strober  
 et al, Maui  Derm 2022).

• Serum thymus- and activation-regulated chemokine (TARC; also known as  
 CCL17)  has an important role in allergic diseases such as atopic dermatitis.   
 High serum concentrations of TARC are observed in patients with atopic   
 dermatitis, and its concentration is closely related to disease activity. 

• Patients enrolled in WW001 had markedly lower baseline disease severity than  
 the trials of the approved anti-IL-4Rα (see Strober et al, Maui Derm 2022).

• Here, we present post hoc analyses conducted to determine whether baseline  
 biomarkers of disease severity and efficacy outcomes with CBP-201 in the   
 WW001 Phase 2b trial.

• CBP-201 is a novel monoclonal antibody targeting IL-4Rα.

Methodology
• This Phase 2b, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, international trial    
 (NCT04444752) comprised 16-week treatment and 8-week follow-up periods. Patients   
 were randomized (1:1:1:1) to subcutaneous CBP-201 (300 mg every 2 weeks [Q2W], 150 mg  
 Q2W, 300 mg Q4W) or placebo, across 59 centers in the USA (38), China (9), Australia (8),  
 and New Zealand (4). A China subgroup analysis was specifically conducted to address  
 local health authority requirements necessary for future regulatory review.

• The full trial design, as well as key inclusion and exclusion criteria, are detailed in Strober et  
 al (Maui Derm 2022).

• In two CBP-201 Phase 1a trials that had been conducted previously with healthy volunteers,  
 the maximum TARC level was 254 pg/ml (minimum was below quantifiable levels) in   
 assays utilizing the Luminex technology.

• Endpoints and statistics:

 • The post hoc subgroup analyses presented here are exploratory and not powered for  
  statistical analysis. 

Results
•  All patients (N=226) had moderate-to-severe AD, although disease severity was lower   
 (Table 1) than in Phase 3 trials of the currently approved anti-IL-4Rα.1

• Median (range) EASI (21.2, 16.0–68.4) was ~11 points lower, duration of AD (13 years, 1–58)  
 was ~13 years lower, and BSA involvement (35%) was ~18% lower than in Phase 3 trials of the  
 currently approved anti-IL-4Rα.1 The proportion of patients with an Investigator’s Global   
 Assessment (IGA) score of 4 (severe, 31%) was ~17% lower.

• TARC (median 166 pg/ml, interquartile range (IQR) 92-444) and IgE (median 16,590 IU/ml,  
 IQR 368-8,235) biomarker levels were also lower than in Phase 3 trials of the currently   
 approved anti-IL-4Rα.1

• Patients with higher baseline TARC levels (>291 pg/ml) had higher baseline EASI (median  
 27.8) than subgroups of patients with mid TARC (>116.74–291 pg/ml; median EASI, 19.9) or  
 low TARC (≤116.74 pg/ml; median EASI, 18.4). This correlation between baseline TARC and  
 baseline EASI had a coefficient of 0.273 (P<0.0001). By contrast, no correlation was seen   
 between baseline TARC and baseline peak pruritus-numerical rating scale (PP-NRS;   
 correlation coefficient 0.0006, p=0.99).

Table 1: Disease characteristics at baseline by high and low TARC level in this Phase 2b trial

Figure 1: Efficacy endpoints by TARC level subgroup

Figure 2: Relationship between baseline EASI score and treatment effect (% change in EASI 
score from baseline, placebo adjusted)

Disease characteristics

Efficacy by baseline TARC

• In another post hoc analysis, patients with higher baseline EASI score tended to    
 experience a greater treatment effect in terms of % change in EASI score from baseline   
 (Figure 2). 

• No new safety signals were noted and adverse events were balanced across all groups.

• AEs were similar to placebo (See Strober et al, Maui Derm 2022).

• Post hoc analyses demonstrated that CBP-201 responses at Week 16 were greatest in patients  
 with elevated baseline TARC (>291 pg/ml) (Figure 1).

• In all subgroups greater reductions in absolute LS mean EASI at Week 16 were observed with   
 all doses of CBP-201 compared with placebo (Figure 1). In the high TARC group, the     
  reductions with CBP-201 were higher than those in the low and middle TARC subgroups.

• Much greater reductions in LS mean EASI change from baseline with CBP-201 vs placebo –   
 and much higher PP-NRS response rates with CBP-201 than with placebo — were also    
 observed in the high-TARC subgroup at Week 16 (Figure 1).

Change in TARC and IgE
• A post hoc analysis of biomarkers showed that serum TARC level at Week 16 was not   
 meaningfully reduced from baseline with any dose in the low TARC tertile, whereas >50%  
 reductions were seen with all doses of CBP-201, but not placebo, in the high TARC tertile   
 (Figure 3). Similar results were seen with IgE levels*.

• TARC and IgE % reductions in the China subgroup were similar to those in the high TARC   
 tertile (Figure 3). Like the high TARC subgroup, patients in China (N=32) had higher baseline  
 TARC (median 457.6 pg/mL) and corresponding EASI (median 26.9) when compared with  
 the global trial population. Also similar to the high TARC subgroup, patients in China also  
 experienced greater reductions in efficacy endpoints when compared with the global trial  
 population (Strober et al, Maui Derm 2022).

Placebo values were -41% (low EASI, n=17), –43% (mid EASI, n=20) and –35% (high EASI, n=18)

Placebo values were -35% (low TARC; n=14), -51% (mid TARC; n=21) and -29% (high TARC; n=19)

Placebo values were -29% (low TARC, n=13), -21% (mid TARC, n=19) and -36% (high TARC, n=18)

Efficacy by baseline EASI

Safety by baseline TARC

Figure 3: Week 16 % change from baseline in serum TARC or IgE, by baseline tertiles 
(global population) or China subgroup

Conclusion
• This Phase 2b trial of CBP-201 met its primary and key secondary endpoints in the treatment of moderate
 -to-severe AD (see Strober et al, Maui Derm 2022), with pre-specified analyses also showing greater    
 improvements in patients with more severe disease at baseline.

• Post hoc analyses also demonstrated further efficacy improvements as baseline disease severity increased,  
 both in patients with higher baseline TARC levels,, a biomarker of inflammatory activity, and more severe AD  
 and efficacy outcomes that vary with baseline disease severity that have also been shown in other AD studies.1

• Comparison with other AD studies is hampered by differences between trials, such as recruitment of patients  
 with less severe AD in this Phase 2b trial and conduct during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Footnotes: * Extreme values for TARC or IgE were imputed with 0 (lowest) or largest values of TARC or IgE assays
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